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Abstract:  
In today’s  world communication is mainly through social networking sites like Twitter, Facebook and Google+. People give their 
view on various topics on social media p latforms. Th is data is generated in digital, text  or statistical form. Talking about text data, it is 
views of people on various topics. This data can be collected from various social sites. We can classify this data on basis o f its 
context. After analyzing classified data various predictions can be made. These predictions can be used by Government Orga nizations, 
Small Businesses, Marketing Companies and Analysts to model their business policies as well as their market ing schemes. In Twitter, 
we first look fo r trending topics which gives us an idea as to what are public views about these topics. With the  help of such views, 
predictions could be done, which could be helpful by various organizations in  improving their strategies. In context to the pro ject, we 
will be considering 4 general categories i.e. Sports, Polit ics, Entertainment and Finance. We const ruct dictionary of words which  
helps us in identify ing the categories while preprocessing. After preprocessing, we train the data using different data mining  
classification techniques. In this paper, we exp lore the role of text p re-processing in text  mining of Twitter data, and demonstrate that 
with appropriate feature selection and representation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Twitter is one of the most popular micro blogging sites, where 

users search for current trending topics and popular news. Users 

use Twitter as a platform for online information sharing and for 

campaigning of a product, election campaigns. When people are 

talking about a certain topic that topic famous on Twitter, and it 

is shown as trending topic, which  is in form of short phrases 

(e.g. Narendra Modi) or hash-tags (e.g. SwachhaBharat). It is 

very interesting to know what topics are trending and what 

people in world are interested in. However, main ly large 

percentage of trending topics is  hostages, a name of a product, a 

name of a celebrity or words in other languages. Trends vary 

from country to country, region to region. Hence it becomes 

difficult  for a new person to understand what topic is trending. 

Hence it  is very important to classify these topics into categories 

for better understanding and better knowledge of new user. The 

topics which are trending may or may not indicate the kind of 

informat ion or kind of topic people are tweeting about. People 

need to read the text related or associated with it. For example, 

#happy Valentines Day shows that people are tweeting about 

Valentine’s  Day. A trend Virat Kohli is indicat ion of the tweets 

is about person named Virat Kohli. But anyone who does not 

follow Cricket, however, will not know that the tweets trending 

are about Virat, who is a Captain of Indian Cricket Team unless 

user reads few tweets from this topic. To address this problem, 

we defined 4 general classes: polit ics, sports, entertainment and 

finance. Our goal is to help users using twitter to search for 

informat ion to look at  only smaller subset of trending topics by 

classifying those topics into generalized  classes (e.g.finance, 

sports, politics, and entertainment). To classify trending topics 

into these generalized classes, we propose text classification 

using bag of words approach. For this text classificat ion, we get 

raw data from twitter in form of. json files. We need to create a 

proper data set before doing classification with certain features 

of the collected tweets. We extract location, tweet text, t ime at 

tweet created and many more features from the tweet. We create 

a dictionary  of frequently occurring words for every general 

category for its reference. And assign weight to the words 

according to their frequency for better classificat ion. 

 

II. BACKGROUND STUDY 

 

A. DATA MINING 

 

Data mining can be expressed as an abstraction of knowledge 

from the large data set. This knowledge can be used for the 

various fields. Data min ing is fact finding for informat ion. 

Number of databases is  studied in data mining. There are 

following steps in KDD:(a) Data cleaning, (b) Data selection, (c) 

Data integration, (d) Data transformat ion, (e) Data min ing, (f) 

Pattern evaluation, (g) Knowledge presentation. Data mining is 

the area in which pred ictive models can be built by using 

different computations. Data min ing algorithms are used to build 

models which can further extract knowledge from data.  

 

B. TEXT MINING 

 

Text min ing is subset of data min ing which is used to gather 

knowledge from different pages containing textual data. 

Information Retrieval, abstraction, clustering, classification are 

fields in text  min ing. These text data contain too much 

informat ion some of which is irrelevant and this can reduce the 

accuracy of the model. Some of the attributes may not contribute 

meaningful information the model. Some may devalue the 

quality and accuracy of the model. Irrelevant attributes simply 

add noise to the data and affect model accuracy. Noise increases 

the size of the model and the time and system resources needed 

for model build ing. Data sets with  more attributes may contain 

group of attributes that are correlated with each other. Wide data 

(many attributes) generally presents processing challenges for 

data mining algorithms. To min imize the effects of noise, 
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correlation, and high dimensionality, some form of dimension 

reduction is a desirable preprocessing step for data min ing. 

Feature selection and extract ion are two approaches to 

dimension reduction. Feature Selection Select ing the most 

relevant features. Feature Extract ion Combin ing attributes into a 

record set of features. 

 

C. PREPROCESS ING 

 

Preprocessing is one of the most important steps of Data Min ing. 

For accurate information retrieval, we should have proper data 

set with accurate features. The collected data has linguistic 

diversity, because most people tweet in English, but some people 

tweet in  their own language. In text  preprocessing, there are 

many steps like removing stop words, removing punctuations 

and urls, converting all text to  lower case, stemming, removing 

Unicode and finally converting it to a uniform format. 

 

D. CLASSIFICATION 

 

Classification is assigning an object to one or more classes.    

This can be done manually or automat ically using algorithms. 

Classification is done mainly based on attributes, behavior or 

subject. Classification is assigning a class label to set of 

unclassified cases. There are types of classification (i) 

Supervised, (ii) Unsupervised classification. In Supervised 

classification, set of possible classes is known to us. In 

Unsupervised classification set of possible classes is not known 

to us. After classificat ion we try to name the class. This is also 

called as clustering. In Supervised classification input data is a 

training set having multip le records with multip les attributes or 

features. Each record is assigned with predefined class label. The 

main aim of this classification is to analyze the input dataset and 

develop an accurate model fo r each class according to its 

features. This model is finally  used to classify the test dataset for 

which class labels are not assigned. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

 

In this system we are going to  use feature matrix to  classify data 

by removing irrelevant features and improve accuracy of 

classifier. Different words will be assigned different weight 

according to its occurrence and importance to class label. When 

a tweet will be passed and after tokenization weight will be 

added to it according to every word in it. And class label with 

maximum weight will be assigned to that tweet. All these 

features will be ext racted from training data. This will help 

increasing the accuracy of classifier. 

 

A. DATA COLLECTION 

The data collection was done using tweepy library available in 

python programming language. We used twitter Streaming API 

provided by twitter. Twitter authentication keys and secret keys 

are required to access the API. The data is collected in JSON 

format. We collected data from September 2016 to January 2017 

in four categories sports, politics, entertainment, finance. 

 

B. DATA PRE PROCESSING 

For proper feature selection we need to prepare a data set. In this 

step we removed unnecessary words and general words like I, 

am, and are, me. We also removed punctuations, URLS and stop 

words using NLTK library available in python. In stemming step 

all the similar words like play, playing, played, playsare 

stemmed and only the root word is taken into account. Using this 

we can avoid confusion for algorithm and we can improve 

accuracy. We also removed Unicode’s generated due to various 

languages available on twitter and converted all text in uniform 

format by converting all letters to lower case. This processed 

data is further used for d ictionary creat ion and feature selection 

which is useful in classification. 

 

C. KNOWLEDGE BAS E FOR DICTIONARY 

Every tweet is tokenized after p reprocessing. Frequency of every 

word is calcu lated. Bi grams are also formed and their frequency 

is calculated. Weights were assigned to every word according to 

their frequency count and importance to that class label. 4 

dictionaries were created with class labels Sports, politics, 

Entertainment, Finance. E.g. If there is word like budget2017 in 

tweet so it will be used to identify the tweet as for class label 

FINANCE. 

 

D. FEATURE EXTRACTION 

Every tweet has almost 80-85 parameters in it. But all the 

parameters are not required for min ing purpose. So feature 

selection is one of the important steps of data mining. It is also 

known as feature matrix. As per our requirement we extracted 

features like location, Created time, Tweet text, retweet count . 

And also important words like hashtags from every  tweet. It  will 

be easier to classify tweets with the help of hash tags. 

 

E. CLASSIFYING TES T DATA 

Whenever we pass unknown data to classifier after all these 

steps it will measure weight of every word in tweet according to 

every class label. And the class label with maximum weight 

count will be assigned to that tweet. The results of our model 

will be displayed using graphs considering various features. 

Graphs can be plotted using various libraries available.  

 

IV. RES ULT 

 

We collected text data from twitter as sample data. Performed 

preprocessing techniques like stop words removal, removing 

urls, punctuations removal and converting all to lower case. We 

calculated term frequency of all words and created dictionary 

with words having frequency more than threshold value. That 

knowledge base can be used for classifying the test data. 

 

 
Figure. 1.Sample Data 
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Figure. 2.Output 

 

V. CONCLUS ION 

 

In this paper we used gathered twitter data and preprocessed it 

with more accuracy. We extracted good quality data after 

preprocessing for further analysis and predictions. In future work 

we would classify this data using ensemble classificat ion method 

using distributed framework. Using Ensemble classification 

technique we can merge result of various classifiers to get more 

accurate result. Using distributed framework we can improve the 

efficiency of the classification by reducing time.  
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